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Abstract—Cooperative jamming enables secure communication between two radios without using shared secrets. We design an efficient randomized coding scheme that uses cooperative jamming within the context of conventional modulation-demodulation schemes to achieve concurrent two-way secure communication.



I. D IALOG C ODES In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in physical layer security in wireless communications. Information-theoretic security principles form the basis for the recent studies. In contrast to the seminal work of Shannon, which largely motivated the study of computational security, the seminal work of Wyner [8] showed that perfect security could be achieved even without the use of shared secrets, when the channel at the eavesdropper is somehow degraded relative to that at the receiver [8], [2], [5]. The approach we adopt extends Wyner’s wiretap model to ensure degradation at the eavesdropper by letting the receiver cooperatively jam the sender during the sending of a message. To do so, the receiver unilaterally chooses a time-information sequence with which it jams the sender; it does not reveal the chosen time-information sequence to other nodes. We illustrate the extended model in Figure 1. Note that the extended model allows for the possibility that the jamming does not occur at all times during which the sender is transmitting; moreover, in the absence of the cooperative jamming by the receiver, the wiretap channel may have better gain than the main channel between the sender and the receiver.
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Informally speaking, the problem then is to design an efficient code for j to communicate information to k such that e learns as little as possible about the input to j [8]. More formally: Given is an arbitrary message s, s ∈ S, that node j wishes to send privately to node k and an arbitrary time-information sequence γ, γ ∈ Γ, that node k uses to cooperatively jam while j is sending. Design coding functions f and φ such that: x = f (s), where x ∈ X φ(y, γ) = s, where y ∈ Y • P r(s) = P r(s|z), where z ∈ Z We focus on solving this coding problem at the level of some unit of information communication, say bits. (Our solutions are realized at the low level of symbols as well as the high level of packets, provided the radio technology in question is well suited for coding/decoding at that level). In other words, our goal is to find f and φ, such that for any m-bit source message s, j encodes s via f into an n-bit message x, k decodes s via φ and the knowledge of γ, while the eavesdropper e guesses s correctly with a probability that not better than 21m even if it knows f and φ, which we regard as perfect secrecy. • •



II. S YSTEM M ODEL The system of radios satisfies the following three properties: 1) Cooperative jamming by the receiver is predictable in that there is a non-zero probability of j’s bit being corrupted by k jamming concurrently, regardless of the choice of the information used by k for the jamming. 2) Detection of the time-information sequence, γ, used by the receiver is hard. 3) The sender and receiver are synchronized so that bit level jamming is feasible. We have empirically validated the first two system properties for a class of low-power radios [7]. For ease of exposition, we further make the simplifying assumption that communication errors are introduced only via jamming; the channel is otherwise reliable. The interested reader will find a discussion of how to relax this assumption as well as the third property in [1].



The receiver model is either one of the following two: • full-duplex, where k receives x completely. • half-duplex, where k receives x only partially. In the full-duplex model, k is able to jam and receive simultaneously. Hence, k receives x completely because k fully knows its transmit and receive values. In this particular case, designing φ is relatively easy. We discuss this model largely for pedagogical reasons. The half-duplex model captures the case of a half-duplex transceiver where transmission cannot happen simultaneously with reception. In this case, k receives x only partially because it only receives x information when in listening mode. The half-duplex model is of greater practical interest than the full duplex model. To achieve perfect secrecy, any coding scheme must be able to tolerate the corruption of any location in x. Otherwise, if some positions in x are incorruptible, the content of these locations will reveal some information about s to e. More precisely, we have: Proposition 2.1: To achieve perfect secrecy, it must be that (∀x : (∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n : (∃z : xi = zi ))). This proposition says that every bit in x may be jammed by k to confuse e for perfect secrecy. Otherwise, if a coding scheme potentially has some positions (in x) that will never be jammed by k, the content of these positions will certainly provide e extra information about s. Next, we observe: Proposition 2.2: For the full-duplex model, the maximal 1 coding rate, m n = 100%, is achievable if 2 ≤ p = q ≤ 1, where p is the probability of corrupting the source bit 0 and q is the probability of corrupting the source bit 1 with an arbitrary valued receiver bit. Proposition 2.3: For the half-duplex model, the optimal coding rate in any scheme that achieves perfect secrecy is 50% . Proof of these two propositions are in III. A SYMMETRIC D IALOG C ODES In [1], we provided an extended class of dialog codes for communication in one direction (that is, from say j to k but not simultaneously vice versa), for diverse channel models and receiver models. We also implemented a prototype and validated the algorithms on both CC2420 (IEEE 802.15.4) and CC1000 platforms. These codes were derived from the following basic strategy: Each source bit is augmented with a redundant bit; the receiver randomly jams either bit in a pair. If the eavesdropper does not know which bit is jammed and what the output would be upon jamming, he cannot recover the jammed bit or decode the message correctly. Let us illustrate this basic strategy in terms of the idealized “flipping model” wherein a source bit gets flipped upon jamming with an arbitrary-valued receiver bit. A simple mechanism for the half duplex receiver model then would be as follows. Let each bit in s be represented by two bits,



 x2i−1 x2i =



0 0 if si = 0 1 1 if si = 1



(1)



Hence the signal transmitted from j is a stream of pairs, with values 00 or 11. k’s cooperative jamming strategy is to jam either position of each pair, and to recover the input simply by looking at the remaining bit within each pair. Since the bit corruption resulting from jamming is deterministic (i.e., value flipping) as a result of the definition of the channel model, what the eavesdropper sees would always be either 01 or 10, which is equally likely the result of jamming either 11 or 00. So the probability for the eavesdropper to make a correct guess for each pair is 12 . Therefore, the eavesdropper’s chance of correctly guessing s is 21m , where m is the number of bits in s, and that gives us perfect secrecy. By way of an example, letting s = 1101, s would be encoded as 11 11 00 11 by j. If k were to corrupt the first bit in each pair, then the eavesdropper would receive the corrupted value 01 01 10 01 and ?1 ?1 ?0 ?1 would be received at k. k can certainly recover s simply by looking at the second bit within each pair, however, the eavesdropper has no way of knowing whether “01” is produced by “0” or “1”. Our extended class of codes deal with the possibility that the corruption resulting from jamming is not deterministic, covering the cases where p and q are arbitrary and potentially different non-zero values. Achieving perfect secrecy requires adding a preamble per bit; even without the preamble, the resulting codes have a security strength wherein a 29-byte message is guessed correctly with a probability of 2−96 for the case where p = q = 0.5, whereas the probability of guessing the same message in a 1024-bit public key scheme is 2−80 . IV. S YMMETRIC D IALOG C ODES In this paper, we consider the design of dialog codes that achieve higher efficiency by reducing the overhead energy associated with communciating a private message in one direction at a time. Since the receiver spends energy on cooperative jamming anyway, we consider the alternative of usefully exploiting the bandwidth from the receiver to the sender. Specifically, the goal is to investigate the feasibility of secure wireless communications in a symmetric form without the use of any shared secrets. We consider the following simple protocol: j → k : f (sj )  k → j : f (sk ) where j and k send bit-sequence f (sj ) and f (sk ) respectively to each other at the same time. The dialog coding problem then implies that the remaining task is to decode f (sj ) at k, with the knowledge of the time-information sequence associated with sk , and to decode f (sk ) at j, with the knowledge of the timeinformation sequence associated with sj , without revealing either sj or sk to the eavesdropper.



For achieving symmetric communications, we refine the system model to include one additional property: The channel is additive in the sense that the output of two concurrent unit transmissions is a superposition of the two source signals and recoverable in the sense that each source signal can be recovered from the superposed signal with the knowledge of the other. We note that this additivity-recoverability property has been empirically validated in the context of Minimum-Shift Keying (MSK) modulation implemented for USRP software radios [3]. The assumption of channel additivity-recoverability suggests the following basic idea of our symmetric coding scheme is simple. The wireless signal transmitted by the sender can be represented as a complex and discrete function of time. In terms of Euler’s formula, we have iθx (t)



x(t) = Dx (t)e



modulation scheme in use, the eavesdropper may on occasion know that it has successfully decoded the signals. To illustrate the security weakness of the basic idea considered thus far, let us consider the design of a symmetric code based on QPSK (or its variant O-QPSK), which is the default modulation scheme for a popular radio standard, namely the 802.15.4 standard, and is an extension of Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK). In this illustration, we shift our concern from coding at the level of bits to coding at the level of symbols. Each symbol in QPSK represents two bits. The phase starts from π/4, and shift is π/2, as shown in Figure 3.
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where Dx (t) is the amplitude of the sample at time t and θx (t) is its phase. For many phase based modulation schemes, including Minimum-Shift Keying (MSK), Phase-Shift Keying (PSK), QPSK etc., the additivity assumption yields a superposed signal as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Example of a concurrent transmission in an additive channel: j sends s(j), k sends s(k); the superposed signal is s(j, k)



Since both j and k know their own transmitting signal, given recoverability, they can separate the other’s signal from the superposed signal, and then decode the incoming bit sequence per the associated modulation scheme. (Details on how to decode sj and sk in both the full duplex and half duplex model may be found in [6].) As for the eavesdropper e, since she does not know either of the source signals, without knowledge of the modulation scheme it is hard for her to decode either j or k’s signals, especially if their phase can be any value as shown in Figure 2. Even with the knowledge of the modulation scheme, she may not in general be able to decode either j or ks signals. Nevertheless, depending upon the particular
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QPSK modulation



It is easy to appreciate that if j and k send different symbols, it is hard for the eavesdropper to discover the content that j π and k transmit. Consider for instance that j sends Dj e 4 i and k 3π sends Dk e 4 i , as shown in Figure 2. Even if the eavesdropper successfully estimates the amplitude of Dj and Dk , it is hard for her to figure out who sends the symbol with phase π4 and 3π 4 , although she can reasonably figure out that the first bit from both should be “0” in this particular instance. But a security problem arises when both j and k send the same symbol (or communicate with the same phase). Although certain environmental conditions such as fading, multipath, and noise may introduce a little confusion for the eavesdropper to guess the message content from j and k, the probability that the eavesdropper discovers both symbols is now fairly π π high. For instance, if j sends Dj e 4 i , and k sends Dk e 4 i , the π superposition is close to (Dj +Dk )e 4 i in an additive channel, and the eavesdropper can reasonably guess that both j and k sent 00. There are several ways of dealing with this security vulnerability. One approach is to limit attention to modulation schemes that are stronger or to design new modulation schemes with the security need in mind. Here, we consider the



alternative that instead of modifying the modulation scheme, we modify the coding function in the radio firmware. A. Scheme for 802.15.4 Radios By way of illustration, let us consider the 802.15.4 radio standard, and show how the introduction of randomization during the calculation of the symbol to chip mapping that is specified for physical layer of the 802.15.4 protocol standard allows us to achieve a high level of security. Table I shows the mapping of the 4-bit symbol to the 32chip chip sequence in 802.15.4; the mapping was designed for efficient implementation but not for optimal error correction. Each symbol is thus mapped to a chip sequence, which is then RF modulated. 802.15.4 uses the Offset-QPSK modulation scheme, that is similar to QPSK. During demodulation, a Hamming distance check is applied to find the closest symbol to the received chip sequence. 4-bit symbol 0x0 0x1 0x2 0x3 0x4 0x5 0x6 0x7 0x8 0x9 0xA 0xB 0xC 0xD 0xE 0xF



32-chip chip sequence 0x744AC39B 0x44AC39B7 0x4AC39B74 0xAC39B744 0xC39B744A 0x39B744AC 0x9B744AC3 0xB744AC39 0xDEE06931 0xEE06931D 0xE06931DE 0x06931DEE 0x6931DEE0 0x931DEE06 0x31DEE069 0x1DEE0693



As it is hard to formally deduce the distribution for all possible chip sequences, we computed the distribution via simulation. We enumerated all possible combinations of j’s message and k’s message at the symbol level. Given a combination, we randomly generated two chip sequences that can represent the two source symbols according to the hamming distance (the pseudo code for the generation process is provided in Listing 1). We then applied the jamming model, and computed the symbols that may be discovered by the adversary. We used the following simplified jamming model for the Offset-QPSK modulation scheme: 1) P r(bj = bj , bk = bk ) = 100% if bj = bk 2) P r(bj = 1, bk = 0) = 50% and P r(bj = 0, bk = 1) = 50% if bj = bk where bj and bk represent the bit sent by j and k respectively, and bj and bk are the corresponding values for bj and bk . We repeated this step 500,000,000 for each combination of j’s symbol and k’s symbol. We were thus able to calculate the success ratio (in the sense that the adversary discovers j’s symbol and k’s symbol correctly) and the variance of possible “answers” at the adversary.



u i n t 3 2 g e n e r a t e r a n d o m c h i p ( i n t symbol ) { while ( t r u e ) { / / g e t a random c h i p s e q u e n c e chip = rand ( ) ; / / f i n d corresponding symbol / / w i t h r e s p e c t t o hamming d i s t a n c e sym = f i n d s y m b o l ( c h i p ) ; / / i f sym m a t c h e s , r e t u r n i m m e d i a t e l y i f ( sym == symbol ) { return chip ; }



TABLE I S YMBOL - TO - CHIP - SEQUENCE MAPPING IN 802.15.4



The minimum distance between two chip sequences in Table I is 12, and the maximum distance is 20. There are 145,742,202 chip sequences that map to each symbol, with over 45% of chip sequence mapping to at least two symbols [4]. We now discuss how to perturb chip sequence so as to improve the secrecy level for concurrent communication 802.15.4 symbols. Our basic idea is to exploit the symbol-to-chip mapping in 802.15.4 so as to provide provide randomization before modulation, so that it becomes difficult for the adversary to discover either of the messages (from j or k). Recall that for security, the superposition of the two chip sequences from j and k should not provide useful information to the adversary. In other words, any decoded messages at the adversary from j and k should seem random. This requires that the distribution of decoded symbols for any combination of messages should be roughly the same. In turn, this means that the received superposition may be generated from any two 4-bit symbols in Table I.



/ / l o o k a t two b u c k e t s i f ( sym >= 0 && ( ( symbol < 0 x8 && sym < 0 x8 ) | | ( symbol > 0 x7 && sym > 0 x7 ) ) ) { f o r ( i = 1 ; i < 8 ; i ++) { // right shift 4 bits chip = r i g h t s h i f t 4 b i t s ( chip ) ; / / i f sym m a t c h e s , r e t u r n c h i p s e q u e n c e sym = f i n d s y m b o l ( c h i p ) ; i f ( sym == symbol ) { return chip ; }



}



} } // if } / / while Listing 1.



RANDOM CHIP SEQUENCE GENERATION



Our simulation results show that without perturbation the adversary is successful on average 42.5% of the time, but with perturbation this probability decreases to 6.64%. This implies 1 a secrecy level of about 2162 for a 29-byte message, and 2132 for a 64-byte message. Details may be found in [6].



V. C ONCLUSION Eschewing the use of shared secrets simplifies the overhead of key operations and management. Symmetric dialog codes provide an energy efficient mechanism for achieving this goal. A proper characterization of the energy savings enabled by these codes in low-power 802.15.4 is a topic of our current study. We also seek to empirically study the impact of different environments on the additivity-recoverability properties of the 802.15.4 modulation scheme and our perturbation scheme. R EFERENCES [1] A. Arora and L. Sang. Dialog codes for secure wireless communications. ACM/IEEE IPSN, 2009. [2] I. Csiszar and J. Korner. Broadcast channels with confidential messages. IEEE Trans. Information Theory, 24(3):339–348, May 1978. [3] S. Katti, S. Gollakota, and D. Katabi. Embracing wireless interference: Analog network coding. ACM SIGCOMM, 2007. [4] T. Kho. Steganography in the 802.15.4 physical layer. UC Berkeley, December 2007. [5] S. K. Leung-Yan-Cheong and M. E. Hellman. The gaussian wire-tap channel. IEEE Trans. Information Theory, 24(4):451–456, July 1978. [6] L. Sang. Designing physical primitives for secure communication in wireless sensor networks. Ohio State University, PhD Dissertation, 2010. [7] L. Sang and A. Arora. Capabilities of low-power wireless jammers. IEEE Infocom Miniconference, 2009. [8] A. D. Wyner. The wire-tap channel. in Bell Syst. Tech. J., 54(8), pages 1355–1387, 1975.
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